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 Good faith

 To an on-objecting available and accessible
physician in a timely manner
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 Not all initial inquiries will come to physicians

 Health care workers of all designations must
prepare and be trained for requests…
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 We cannot underestimate how profoundly
difficult the integration of PAD with
mainstream health care will be for many.

 We must build respectful working
environments for these strong differences.
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 Some people are far more angry than
distressed.

 It is unclear if PAD will be an enduring
divisive issue.

 Far more attention needs to be paid to dealing
with these strong feelings in the workplace.
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 Some institutions and programs are presently
reviewing whether they will adhere to
legislation changes related to PAD or request
institutional exemption.

 Although individual health care workers can
take a position of conscientious objection if
referral onward is made, it is NOT clear if an
institution can request conscientious objection.
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 Always a caring compassionate response

 Some may ask once: Could be fear,
misunderstanding of PAD, bad day with
illness.

 Some may ask repeatedly and be very clear on
what they are asking.

 Foreign data suggests few follow through
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 Patient is worried about future suffering: “I can
see what’s going to happen and I don’t like it.”



• What are you most worried about?
• Tell me more about exactly what frightens you.

 What kind of deaths have you experienced with
family or others?

 • Exactly how are you hoping I can help you?
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 Recommendations from parliamentary committee

 That individuals not be excluded from
eligibility for medical assistance in dying based
on the fact that they have a psychiatric
condition.
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 That the capacity of a person requesting
medical assistance in dying to provide
informed consent should be assessed using
existing medical practices, emphasizing the
need to pay particular attention to
vulnerabilities in end-of-life circumstances
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 Two possibilities; the first…..

1) “enduring capacity”

a)when requested

b)throughout process

c)when provided
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 Two possibilities; the second…..

 Accepting consent as given when a condition
reasonably likely to cause loss of capacity is
diagnosed and patient request PAD further into
the illness process..

 Stanger making decision for a stranger?

 What about the amount od PAD requests that are
never acted on?
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 Early returns indicate peoples knowledge of
PAD and comfort with it are minimal.

 A large educational gap exists in this domain.

 University/health care training have yet to
respond to this deficit.
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 The present lack of provincial or federal
legislation has led many physicians to a
position of “waiting for direction”.

 There are health care workers who support
some form of PAD but do not wish
involvement without greater clarity on
professional standards.
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